Madeira at Texprocess
Texprocess will be held from 24 until 27 May in Frankfurt. Madeira will illustrate by means of
many examples some of the most creative embroidered designs.
Depending on what they are doing, customers have the choice between different make-ups in the
Madeira product range. If the range of colors being used in the embroidery jobs is large, it will be better
to use the spool version. And in this regard Madeira is just about to introduce its state-of-the-art MSC –
Mini Snap Cone.
The MSC is now offering the same advantages of the 5000m on the
1000m make-up (or 1.500m make up depending on the thread
version). Compared to other spool make-ups, the MSC has the shape of
a small cone, which prevents the thread from falling off. Machines with
more and more needles per embroidery head do not always offer
enough space to place the quantity of spools intended. According to
Madeira, this is where the extremely small diameter of the MSC base
proves to be a huge advantage.
Fire Fighter
There is a growing demand for the Fire Fighter thread. This is the
reason why Madeira has started offering an additional make-up on
2.500m cones in 9 colors selected from the Fire Fighter color range,
beside the regular make-up on 1.500m spools .
Polyneon 60
Madeira also presents the rayon thread Classic No.60 and the polyester thread Polyneon No.60. Because
they are the most used colors for small details and letterings on logos, Madeira offers now black and
white in Polyneon No.60 on a larger make-up of 5.000m. At the upcoming Texprocess show, the many
different thread optics, either woolen with the Burmilana thread, matt with the Frosted Matt thread or
metalized with the huge range of the FS and Supertwist threads, will be for sure an attraction pole for all
customers who seek creativity and highest quality.
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The trade show Texprocess will also be the perfect place to learn about Madeira´s range of backings and
toppings.

